
We open on eggs being cracked onto a hot griddle. 

VO: America is waking up to FOX and Friends. 

We widen out to see a short-order cook / owner cooking breakfast 

RESTAURANT OWNER: “Over easy, right Brian?" 

We then swish pan over to reveal Ainsley Earhardt, Steve Doocy and 
Brian Kilmeade on their curvy couch, which is somehow right there 
in the restaurant! 

We cut to a closer shot of the hosts… 

BRIAN KILMEADE: "Yep, my usual!" 

We cut to TODD PIRO and CARLY SHIMKUS seated at the counter. 

TODD PIRO and CARLY SHIMKUS: Same for us, please! 

VO: It's the morning show that's making friends everywhere. 

We cut to a lobby newsstand.  

NEWSSTAND OWNER: Hey...loved yesterday’s interview, Steve!
(he tosses a paper out of frame) 
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We cut to the reverse angle, revealing Ainsley, Steve and Brian on 
the curvy couch, right there in the lobby.   

STEVE acknowledges the paper being tossed his way. 

We cut to LAWRENCE JONES, who catches the paper We cut to a wider shot and STEVE reacts to the catch. 

STEVE DOOCY: "Nice IntercepYon!"   

A taxi pulls into frame, stopping and looking to his leT at the hosts 
on their couch, which is on the sidewalk.  

VO: Because with all that’s going on in the world today… 

CAB DRIVER (casually): “Hey, Guys!” 

We cut to the reverse angle, revealing the couch on the street corner.  

AINSLEY EARHARDT (to cab driver, as if he's an old friend):“Morning!"

We see JANICE HUFF through the windshield of the taxi. 

JANICE HUFF: (poinYng at the cabbie through windshield as she 
crosses the street) "watch out for those slick spots!" 
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We transiVon to a behind-the-scenes montage of the hosts doing the 
show and having fun. 

VO ...it’s important to have friends you believe in. 

The behind the scenes montage conVnues… The Fox & Friends logo fades up over a blurred studio background. 

VO (proudly): Fox and Friends…America's best friends for over  
23 years.  

BUTTON: We cut to the taxi interior, revealing PETE HEGSETH, RACHEL 
CAMPOS-DUFFY, and WILL CAIN in the back seat. 
 
PETE HEGSETH: (to the others): Hey...this couch is kinda Yght, no?  
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